Declarative access mechanisms for structured document collections and for semi-structured d a t a are b ecoming increasingly important. In this article, using a rule-based a p p r oach for query optimization and applying it to such queries, we deploy knowledge on the Document Type De nition DTD to formulate transformation rules for query-algebra terms. Specically, we look at rules that save navigation along paths by cutting o these paths or by replacing them with access operations to indices, i.e., materialized views on paths. We show for both ca s e s t h a t w e c orrectly apply and completely exploit knowledge on the DTD, and we brie y discuss performance r esults.
Introduction
With the growing number of WWW documents, WWW query languages are gaining importance. Many researchers currently investigate such languages, e.g., 2, 15 . The kind of documents they examine are structured documents, i.e., XML 20 and SGML 13 d o c u m e n ts as well as HTML documents. XML as well as SGML make explicit the internal logical structure of documents and append arbitrary meta information with such logical document elements. In the context of this work, it is important that SGML documents must have a t ype, and their logical structure must conform to the de nition of the respective document t ype, leading to a high degree of consistency of the document collection. WWW query languages allow querying the document collection based on the This work was done while the author was a member of GMD-IPSI logical structure of documents and on hyperlinks between documents. In this article, we look at queries on the document structure and the retrieval of document elements. The objective of this article is to examine the degree to which k n o wledge on the Document T ype De nition DTD is useful for query optimization. While in 2 the authors discuss rewriting techniques for new non-conventional query algebra operators, our techniques use the standard operator set. In 2 , another optimization technique is the use of fulltext index structures. We c o m bine the use of indices with the exploitation of DTD information.
Motivating Examples
Example 1: The Shakespeare plays, together with a DTD for these documents, are available via WWW as SGML documents 17 . Using this DTD, we can formulate and evaluate queries such as Select all plays where Cordelia appears as a speaker in a scene.". From the DTD, we can conclude that speakers' appearances are always within a scene and, consequently, we can reformulate the query to Select all plays where Cordelia appears as a speaker.". Consider another query Select all acts within a prologue where Cordelia appears as a speaker.". However, the DTD does not allow for acts to be contained in the prologue, and we can infer that the query result is empty without looking at the database state at all. While the Shakespeare DTD used here is rather simple, more applicationspeci c DTDs tend to have a m uch richer and more convoluted structure where such optimization opportunities are more prevalent.
Optimization techniques where the optimizer makes use of the DTD to simplify query terms, as in the above example, are advantageous in the context of federations of structured document databases. We have experimented with an architecture where a query against a global DTD is transformed to queries against local DTDs 12 . The outcome of this transformation tend to be very complex queries that heavily rely on the above simpli cations.
Example 2: For structured document collections, sophisticated graphical user interfaces are available. Using these, one can easily obtain an overview of the documents in the collection, i.e., a clickable list of metadata values. As an example, the system environment for the MultiMedia Forum, an interactive online journal published at GMD-IPSI 18 , displays the surnames of all authors. Clicking on a surname returns the respective documents. Displaying that information amounts to evaluation of the query Select all elements of type SURNAME that are contained in one of type AUTHOR.". Using knowledge from the MMF-DTD, we can infer that this query is equivalent to the query Select all elements of type SURNAME that are contained in one of type AUTHORS." If the database contains an instance of the so-called structure index for the pair SURNAME, AUTHORS cf. Section 4, we can evaluate the query with a simple database access instead of a scan.
Scope
Our work reported in this article is based on the PAT algebra for structured documents. This algebra provides querying operators for structured documents, e.g., selections based on textual content, attributes and document structure. We h a ve extended the original algebra described in 16 with additional operators to specify the existance of hyperlinks between target documents 4 so that it has the characteristics o f a W eb query language. Looking at the individual operators of the PAT algebra, we examine their role for DTD-based query optimization. It turns out that some PAT operators require special attention. These operators re ect that two element t ypes of a particular DTD have contains contained relationships.
The objective o f t h i s w ork is to use knowledge on the DTD for query optimization in order to identify more e cient e v aluation strategies for queries posed against SGML repositories. The DTD can be seen as a set of integrity constraints that explicitely specify the arrangement of logical elements within documents or as a speci cation of a schema for the document database. We identify relevant relationships between element t ypes and show h o w these relations can be derived from the DTD and improve query evaluation time. We de ne the notions of 1 exclusivity, 2 obligation, and 3 entrance l o cation to start the navigation between two elements of given types. With the rst two notions, one does not have t o n a vigate from one element to another to check for its existence since from the DTD is known that the target element m ust be there. If for two element t ypes neither obligation nor exclusivity holds true, identifying a third element t ype as entrance l o cation to start the navigation can as well improve query evaluation. Finally, the use of structure indices between two element t ypes i.e., materialized views on paths in combination with the above n otions can also avoid scanning the document base and improve q u e r y e v aluation time.
Pursuing a rule-based approach to query optimization, we f o r m ulate rules as input for the query optimizer that re ect the notions sketched above, and prove the correctness of these rules.
Finally, w e report on implementation experiences. We indicate which o f t h e i n vestigated ideas are in fact advantageous for query optimization.
Further Related Work
In addition to the work on Web query languages, work on query optimization based on database integrity constraints is also relevant 1 4 , 9 . With regard to rule-based query optimization, one can distinguish between application-independent transformation rules and application-speci c ones. The latter can be further classi ed into approaches where rules contain hardcoded application-speci c knowledge and those where the application-speci c knowledge is extracted from the database schema in the course of optimization. We pursue the second alternative.
We are aware of only one other study that deals with the use of knowledge on the Document T ype De nition to build application-speci c optimization rules. In 6 , Consens and Milo replace a queryalgebra operator with a cheaper one whenever the DTD allows it. They consider a restricted set of DTDs and do not look at di erent grammar c o nstructors. The optimization in 6 m a k es use of a special cost model, and the results are not directly transferable to our application scenario. In contrast, the contribution of our paper is independent o f a n y cost model. Another issue is that Consens and Milo make use of the PAT index structures 10 . While most queries can be evaluated in an e cient w ay, the size of the PAT index depends on the size of the document collection, whereas the size of our index structure depends roughly on the number of relevant elements. In other words, the PAT index covers the whole document, but our index can be con gured to contain only the important structures. With an index that covers everything, updates are more di cult to implement.
The remainder of this article has the following structure: In the following section, we brie y describe the relevant notions of structured documents and declarative access to collections of such documents in our database application framework. Section 3 contains a description of our approach to DTD-based query optimization, together with correctness and completeness proofs. Section 4 extends this work by considering indices in combination with DTD knowledge. Section 5 contains further optimization measures. Section 6 summarizes our implementation experiences, and Section 7 concludes the paper. Figure 2 is a fragment o f a n SGML document that conforms to this DTD. In this fragment, the SURNAME element with textual content Busse' is directly contained i n an element o f t ype NAME, and indirectly contained i n elements of type AUTHOR and AUTHORS. C o n versely, w e s a y that these elements directly or indirectly contain the SURNAME element.
By de nition, a pa t h i n a d o cument is a list of elements such that the successor of an element in the list is the element's father in the hierarchical structure described by the DTD. E.g., SURNAME, NAME, AUTHOR is a path from the sample document in Figure 2 . Such a path implies that the content model of element t ype NAME contains the element t ype SURNAME, while the content model of the element t ype AUTHOR contains the element t ype NAME. The content model of an element t ype may be de ned like follows:
De nition 2.1 Content Model A c ontent model
!--AUTHOR is the default value --!ELEMENT EDITORS EDITOR* !ELEMENT EDITOR NAME !ELEMENT NAME SURNAME,FIRSTNAME?, ADDITION?
!ELEMENT SURNAME | FIRSTNAME | ADDITION PCDATA Figure 1 : Fragment of sample DTD Document Type`MultiMedia Forum'
AUTHORS AUTHOR NAME SURNAME Busse SURNAME FIRSTNAME Ralf FIRSTNAME NAME AUTHOR AUTHOR NAME SURNAME Huck SURNAME FIRSTNAME Gerald FIRSTNAME NAME AUTHOR AUTHORS Querying Structured Documents. We u s e t h e PAT algebra 16 to query document collections. This alegbra is particularly designed to query structured documents and it is independent o f a n y underlying data model. Moreover, it is user-friendly and expressive. With our variant o f t h e P AT algebra, the following grammar generates query terms:
The term element-type name stands for the set of all elements of the respective t ype. UNION We s a y that E 1 is the internal element type, whereas E 2 is the external element type. EMPTY stands for the empty set.
HyperStorM's Structured Document Database. To store and query structured documents, we have built a database application framework, the HyperStorM Structured Document Database 4 , on top of the object-oriented DBMS VODAK 19 . From the user perspective, each document element corresponds to a database object, i.e., the user perceives a document in the database as tree-like structure. However, for performance reasons, multiple document elements may be stored in one physical database object.
Furthermore, the database application o ers indices for frequently asked document elements. This includes attribute indices which store attribute values of document elements. Furthermore, content indices can be created which store the textual content o f d o cument elements of a particular type. For instance, a content index for the element t ype SURNAME stores the textual data of each corresponding element. Finally, the database application o ers the structure index. For instance, a structure index of element t ype AUTHOR for the path SURNAME, AUTHOR stores all SURNAME elements from which a path in upward direction to an AUTHOR elements exists. The structure index is useful for evaluating queries with the INCLUDS or INCL-IN operator, and we will review it in Section 4.
Query Processing. PAT expressions posed against
HyperStorM's Structured Document Database, are mapped into VQL queries. VQL is VODAK's OQLlike query language 5 . After their mapping to VQL, PAT expressions are processed like follows:
1. Parsing of VQL statement, 2. semantic check of query based on data model and database schema, 3. transformation of VQL query statement t o q u e r y algebra expression 4. generation of alternative algebra expressions equivalent to the one generated in Step 3 using a set of transformation rules, 5. given the algebra expressions generated in Step 4,  identifying the most cost-e cient one, based on a cost model, and 6. query evaluation.
This approach to query processing is similar to the ones described in 7 and 8 . The rules introduced in this article are transformation rules that are used in Step 4 of the above e n umeration. Given a list of transformation rules, we u s e t h e V olcano Optimizer Generator 11 to generate a query optimizer. Rules may h a ve a condition part that speci es under which conditions the optimizer may apply these rule. We will introduce our optimizations as rules in PAT notation rather than at the Volcano level 1 . This is because PAT expressions are much easier to read, and the PAT level better re ects the optimizations we are aiming at.
3 Using Knowledge on the DTD for Query Optimization
In this article, we use knowledge on the DTD to identify more e cient e v aluation strategies for queries posed against SGML repositories. In this section, we de ne the notions of exclusivity, obligation and entrance l o cations between element t ypes. We then introduce the concept of element-type g r aph and indicate the relation to exclusivity and entrance locations. Finally, w e describe operations on the DTD that allow to identify all cases of obligation.
Exclusivity, Obligation, and Entrance Location
Exclusivity. Examination of the DTD reveals that some types are shared among others. For example, element t ype NAME in Figure 1 
De nition 3.3 Entrance Location Element
type A is an entrance l o cation for element types B a n d C i f i n a n y d o cument all paths from an element b of type B t o e l e m e n t c o f t y p e C c ontain an element a o f t y p e A . 
We de ne entrance l o cations for two reasons. The rst one is that it is advantageous to begin navigation at instances of E 3 instead of E 1 or E 2 if the document base contains a much smaller number of instances of E 3 , as compared to E 1 or E 2 . But this situation occurs only in a few special cases. The second reason is that entrance locations may b e a d v antageous in combination with structure i n d i c es. W e will deal with such optimizations in Section 4.
Identifying all Cases of Exclusivity and Entrance Locations
We can visualize some of the relationships induced by a Document T ype De nition by means of an element-type g r aph. Figure 3 contains the elementtype graph for the fragment of the sample DTD in Figure 1 An element-type graph depicts the contained-in relationships of a DTD. For example, one can see that element t ypes SURNAME and FIRSTNAME are contained in element t ype AUTHOR. F urthermore, one can infer that element t ype SURNAME has content model PCDATA from the fact that it does not contain any other element t ype.
Theorem 1 Element type A is entrance l o cation for
B and C i the element-type g r aph does not contain a path from B to C without vertex A.
Proof. Suppose there is a path B, E 1 , E 2 , ..., E k , C from B to C that does not contain vertex A. I n this case, we can construct a document w i t h a p a t h from b to c that does not contain a. The content o f c is chosen so that it contains an element e k of type E k , the content o f e k is chosen so that it contains an element e k,1 of type E k,1 etc. In the opposite direction, let A be an element t ype that is not an entrance location for B and C, i.e., there are elements b and c, and the path between them does not contain an a. If an element e i of type E i is directly contained in another one of type E j , there is an edge from E i to E j in the element-type graph.
Corollary 1 An element type B is exclusively contained in element type A i the element-type g r aph does not contain a path from B to the root-element type without vertex A.
Proof. Follows immediately from Theorem 1 if one takes the root element t ype as C.
Identifying all Cases of Obligation
To identify all cases of obligation, a deeper look at the occurence indicators *, ?,+ in the content m o dels is indispensible. Otherwise, we cannot distinguish whether an element requires or just optionally contains a subelement.
De nition 3.7 Reduced Version of a DTD
Let D be a DTD. By taking all content models and removing all subtrees whose root has an optional occurrence indicator ? or an optional-and-repeatable occurrence indicator *, we obtain a reduced DTD D 0 . the root is an OR-node, the children of the root are SEQ-nodes, the children of SEQ-nodes are l e aves, i.e., element types.
Proof. In the following, we de ne normalization steps. A sequence of these steps that transform a start tree into a result tree, i.e., a content model into another one, returns the normalized DTD. Three cases have to be considered. Figures 4, 5 , and 6 re ect these cases with start trees on the left and target trees on the right. The transformation in Figure 6 requires further explanation: Consider an arbitrary list of nodes containing exactly one child of each OR-node. The order of the OR-nodes in the start tree implies the ordering in that list. Then there exists a SEQ-node in the target tree whose content is that list. Note that T i;j occurs once in the start tree, but various times in the target tree.
It is obvious that the depth of a content tree is always reduced by a nite sequence of steps. Hence, the normalization process terminates. Furthermore, it is easy to conceive that the application of one of these steps does not alter the content represented by a c o n tent tree and does lead to normal form as de ned above.
In the context of this article, normalization is important. Consider the following de nition of an element t ype A, in particular its content model:
... With the optimizations from Section 3, i.e., Rules 3.1 to 3.2, we a void navigating along paths if we assume an object-oriented representation of structured documents. For query evaluation one still has to access the documents in the database. In this section we show that the combination of knowledge on the Document T ype De nition and index structures has further potential for query optimization. The structure index is a materialized view on certain paths in the database. It accelerates the evaluation of queries that select elements or database objects contained in certain other elements. In this section, we discuss techniques that use DTD knowledge to transform queries so that the query processor can make u s e o f structure indices for evaluation. These techniques nd subpaths of the paths starting from the selected objects for which a structure index exists.
For illustrative purposes, consider the fragment o f the MMF DTD in Figure 1 . In the MMF DTD, element t ype SURNAME is exclusively contained in NAME. Element t ype NAME is shared among element t ypes EDITOR and AUTHOR. In turn, other element t ypes may exclusively contain these types, e.g., AUTHORS exclusively contains AUTHOR.
A structure index is a list of elements of a certain type that are contained in elements of another type. Assume that there is a structure index for SURNAME, AUTHOR. It allows to quickly answer the query SURNAME INCL-IN AUTHOR". To continue the above example, with this index we can infer from the DTD that these SURNAME-elements are exactly the ones contained in an AUTHORS-element, and another structure index for SURNAME, AUTHORS w ould be unnecessary. We are interested in identifying all cases Then the second term is cheaper to evaluate because the path from elements of type A to the ones of C is shorter than to the ones of type B, and because in the database there may be less elements of type C within one of type D than elements of type B. I f A and C are identical, we expect a performance gain by orders of magnitude, because one does not have to access the documents in the database at all, but can evaluate the query using only the structure index.
The rst rule that exploits the structure index is as follows: The transformation speci ed by Rule 4.1 requires conditions a, b and c. However, this does not mean that the query optimizer should always transform the left term to the right one whenever a, b and c are ful lled. Rather, the transformation is advantageous only if a C, D-structure index exists. With our implementation, the condition part of the transformation rule checks this.
In the above example that illustrates Rule 4.1 there is a structure index for SURNAME, AUTHOR. It is also conceivable that there is a NAME, AUTHOR-structure index, and the query is SURNAME INCL-IN AUTHORS. In this case, we can also use the structure index for query evaluation. Rule 4.2 in the sequence re ects this case. Finally we can modify the examples so that AUTHORS is the external element t ype of the structure index instead of AUTHOR, a n d AUTHOR is the external element t ype of the query instead of AUTHORS. W e r efrain from explicitly writing down the rules for these cases due to lack of space. 
Other Optimizations Based on the Document T ype De nition
The objective of the optimizations described in Sections 3 and 4 has been the transformation of query algebra expressions so that transformation yields a superior query evaluation strategy. The optimizations described in this section eliminate subexpressions of query-algebra expressions that cannot have a solution. In many cases, it depends on the Document T ype Denition whether or not a subexpression has a non-empty solution. The EMPTY-operator is not used to formulate queries, but to have an expression to which the query optimizer can map query algebra terms that always return the empty set. In general, algebra expressions that contain an EMPTY-operator yield a performance improvement of approximately 2 to 3. The improvement is fairly independent of the number of documents. Transformations that introduce the structure index, but do not completely eliminate access operations to the database improve performance by a similar factor. This improvement does not only result from the selectivity of the index, but may also be due to the fact that one does not have t o n a vigate upwards from the internal elements of the index.
Not relevant as optimization technique. With regard to entrance locations, we h a ve not encountered any case where an entrance l o cation has signi cantly less instances than the other element t ypes, which is a prerequisite for this optimization to work. Note that the notion of entrance l o cation itself is not irrelevant, as it is used in connection with the structure index.
Summary and Future Issues
In this article, we h a ve p r e s e n ted rules for optimization of queries on structured documents that make u s e of knowledge on the Document T ype De nition. Most of these rules work in conjunction with the queryalgebra operators INCL-IN or INCLUDS. This is in line with the fact that the contains contained relationship is the universal structuring mechanism in structured documents, be it for raw data or for metadata, comparable to object references in OODBMSs. In Sections 3 to 5, respectively, the optimizations have been as follows:
Cutting o redundant paths. In the context of structured documents, there are two path directions: the path of the external element and the path of the internal element. In the rst case, optimization is for the INCLUDS operator and goes along with the notion of obligation, whereas in the second case optimization for the INCL-IN operator makes use of exclusivity.
Identifying equivalent paths for which a structure index exists. A structure index has some similarities with path index structures in OODBMSs 3 , but can also be seen as a materialized view on paths in structured documents. The respective transformation rules are only useful if a structure index indeed exists. In this context, we make u s e of the notion of entrance l o cations, which w e h a ve originally introduced to extend the search space for query evaluation alternatives. Eliminating query subexpressions for which a s olution does not exist, according to the DTD.
We s h o w that the chosen characteristics of document t ypes can be completely identi ed using information from the Document T ype De nition. To b e able to conclude this, we i n troduce techniques to normalize and simplify the DTD without losing relevant information. In the case of exclusivity and entrance l ocations, w e extract only the relevant information from the DTD by i n troducing notions such as element-type graphs.
In the future, we i n tend to build another optimizer that operates at the PAT level in order to directly compare the alternative approaches to query optimization, to nd out about the advantages of a t wo-phase approach to query optimization and to investigate how t o i n tegrate the two optimization components.
